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PCLinuxOS founder Texstar said in a private interview that they would using Ubuntu for the base of future versions of
PCLinuxOS. Citing the old adage 'if you can't beat 'em, join 'em,' Texstar states that PCLinuxOS 2007 will be
delayed for another six months or so while the new change is implemented.
When asked why they would make such a drastic change Texstar said, "If Ubuntu is going to take over the Linux
world, then perhaps we should be on the winning team."
Texstar also said that the upcoming default interface would indeed be gnome. He added, "All indications point to a
confused user when faced with too many choices and Gnome has the built-in advantage of limited user configuration
and customization."
What of all your software in the PCLOS repository, I asked. Texstar answered, "Again, it seems that the new influx of
Linux users just does not want too much freedom of choice. This makes things easier for the developer in that I will not
need to recompile all those packages for our new PCUbuntuOS. It seems clear that most users are happy having one
app chosen for them for each task and we should be able to fit most onto a standard cdrom sized iso. We see no further
need of an online repository of thousands of extra applications compiled especially for our distro anymore."
Texstar explains their position on sudo by saying, "Sudo is a very important element of the Ubuntu experience. It offers
numerous capabilities while advocating very little concern over restrictive security issues. Sudo makes sure anyone can

execute any command desired without having administration privileges. It removes all the unnecessary permission
confusion for the new Linux user."
Not quite all the developers on the PCLOS team will be staying on during and after the conversion. Sal is quoted as
saying, "This is bullsh*t! If I wanted to work on Ubuntu, I would have joined their development team long ago and got
paid for it." OClient is quoted as saying, "I'm taking the sources to the current PCLOS and forking it to my own distro.
I'll be calling it PCRealLinuxOS."
When asked how he felt about the dissention in the ranks, Tex said, "Well, it was to be expected. Humans naturally
resist change, however good for them it may be. Most of us are excited about the change and all the extra free time it
will give us."
In closing, Texstar stated to look for a test of PCUbuntuOS to be posted sometime in the near future.
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